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Web Design Packages









Standard Business Website





£1,799

	Up to 5 custom-designed pages
	Three rounds of unlimited revisions
	WordPress CMS
	Mobile optimised responsive design
	Free Stock images
	Dedicated Project Manager
	30 Days of Free Support












Pro Business Website





£2,999

	Everything in Standard Package plus
	Up to 10 custom-designed pages
	Five rounds of unlimited revisions
	Blog setup and development
	Standard transitions
	On-page SEO
	60 Days of free support












Custom Website Solution





From £5,000

	Everything in Pro Package plus
	Larger Number of pages
	Ecommerce implementation
	API integrations
	Original transitions
	User registration and memberships
	Subscriptions and bookings





















What our clients say








Anthony lordvanger.com

Thomas shepherded this complex project from start to finish with perfect poise. He has a keen eye for the aesthetic, but he always looks at it through a practical lens. Websites must shine, but they also need to work. I would, and have, recommended him highly!






Isabela londonartwalk.com

Thomas designed a beautiful and easy-to-navigate website for my business. He was very patient, flexible and adaptive until we got to the result that I wanted. Thomas is experienced and professional. He knows what he is doing and I would recommend him without any doubt!






Bruce refinedenglish.com

Thomas totally understood what I wanted from the initial meeting I had with him with expert guidance and from concepts to final design was a smooth transition. He considered my budget and was very generous with his time.






Jake abbottrogersassociates.co.uk

Thomas was really helpful. He understood my vision and executed it timely and professional. I fully recommend it if you are looking to rebrand your website.
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Are you looking for something fresh and different when it comes to web design? We are a web design company in London that offers an innovative, contemporary approach, showcasing current technology and trends to turn your corporate web design into a work of art that’s also user-friendly, engaging, and responsive while transforming the customer experience into something wonderful.

The first thing we do when we start working with you is complete a free, no-obligation analysis. This helps us determine what’s working well with your current online presence and what could do with some tweaking, or even a complete re-write, in order to get it looking fantastic and working even better. We are a responsive web design company in London that provides a custom solution suitable for almost every business.
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Don’t let the limitations of cookie-cutter solutions control your websites functionality and business workflow. Our team of talented developers brings many years of experience to the table and will work with you to develop a custom solution that will perfectly fit your needs. If you can dream it, we can build it. With us there are absolutely no restrictions and we do 100% of our work in house. Some of our biggest clients are artists and consultants.









WordPress Development





WordPress, the platform behind many of today’s most popular websites and is arguably the most user friendly, flexible and widely used CMS platform available. We are WordPress gurus second to none! From custom plugins, to custom post types or a PSD to WordPress conversions – our development team is intimately familiar with everything WordPress and are ready to turn your ideas into fully functional reality.











eCommerce Development





As more and more shoppers are choosing online shopping over the traditional brick and mortar, eCommerce is the door to increased opportunities in this competitive market. We provide top-of-the-line eCommerce solutions, giving businesses additional ways to expand their client base. Our team develops completely custom solutions to manage products, inventory, payments and shipping using secure and proven platforms. We are experienced and have a proven track record so put us to the test and contact us.











Mobile Development





Do you browse websites on your mobile device? Exactly. The rate at which internet users are accessing the web is growing at a sharp incline. The websites we develop are completely responsive, meaning they automatically respond to any screen they are viewed on – rearranging and resizing elements to provide a great user experience regardless of what device your potential client is accessing your website from. The better the user experience, the faster the visitor will navigate to the information they are looking for and ultimately take the plunge from a visitor to a customer.
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So, your brand new website is live and everything is running smoothly. Congrats. Now what? What happens if you need an update made to the site or run into an unforeseen issue? This is a common concern amongst clients but no fear, we’ve got you covered. We know your day is already full of so many other important tasks so leave these sort of tasks to us. We offer a whole slew of custom website hosting and support packages sure to fit the bill.









Hosting & Support Package Plans












Standard





1 hour/month of support

£75/mo











Professional





3 hours/month of support

£170/mo











Premium





5 hours/month of support

£250/mo
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We provide a full range of branding and identity services as well as print marketing design. Brand recognition is the driving force behind successful businesses. Effective branding helps your customers establish a positive emotional connection with your company. We help you achieve those goals with our original and unique creative brand design services.









Logo





Every logo we produce is original, without the use of stock imagery or borrowed ideas. When your order a logo design from us you receive a comprehensive service that starts with an analysis of your preferences and a professional consultation. We create multiple sketches of your logo, refine them and select the best ones to show you. Based on your feedback we refine the prototypes until we achieve the final version. It’s an intensive process that requires creative ideas and a good understanding of the target market. Quality logo design is not easy, but the end result is a logo you will be proud of.











Identity





We specialise in creating brand identity designs and a full range of promotional materials that your company may require. This includes: stationary, letterheads, business cards, greeting cards, promotional items such as pens and notepads, outdoor signs, vehicle graphics and many more. We approach each of these packages individually with the client and provide our expert advice throughout the process. We can work with your existing logo or identity materials or create brand new ones from scratch. Complete flexibility and full satisfaction is guaranteed.











Print Design





Is one of our core specialties and we provide a full range of design services for print marketing. We design full size banners, brochures, flyers, magazines, book covers, product labels, etc. If it can be printed we can design it. We work with any format and comply with any specific demands. We deliver our design in any requested format and make free adjustments whenever necessary. Our design team has many years of experience working in magazines and printing houses so the quality of our work is of the highest level.
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Examples of our work
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Art tours 

WordPress, Responsive, Ecommerce, Custom Design 
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Artist 

WordPress, Responsive, Custom Design 
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Stylist 

WordPress, Responsive, Custom Design 
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Photographer 

WordPress, Responsive, Custom Design 
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Payroll Services 

WordPress, Responsive, Custom Design 
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Recording Artist 

WordPress, Responsive, Ecommerce, Custom Design 
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School 

WordPress, Responsive, Custom Design 
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Language Consultant 

WordPress, Responsive, Custom Landing Page Design 
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Photographer 

Static HTML, Responsive, Custom Design 

						















Why should you work with us?







We believe that your website is your most valuable employee. Your website works 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, never needs a day off, never takes a vacation, doesn’t need insurance or benefits. Your website is the face of your business, and the way it greets your visitors can make the difference between a paying client and one running to your competitor. This begs the question – why try to save on your most valuable asset when you can have a company that:

	Is a talented design and development team with a portfolio of diverse projects in multiple industries
	Has a proven and verified success history
	Manages all of your online endeavours in-house, no need to manage multiple teams
	Provides exceptional customer service with complete client satisfaction as the number one goal
	Gives a bulletproof warranty and exceptional support for every one of our projects
	And still provide all of that for a reasonable service fee! Honestly just contact us and get a free, no obligation quote to see for yourself
















A question, a project?

Please feel free to contact us and we will be happy to assist you in any way we can!
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What is 8 x 8? 
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